
Dear Year 3

We hope you and your families are keeping well and have had a 

good week. 

Here are the suggested activities for this week for you to follow and 

complete. 

Please also remember to take time to relax, exercise and be kind to 

yourselves. 

Take care and keep smiling, 

Miss Baggott, Mrs Chafer, Mrs Roberts and Miss Baker



Reading

As always, you should be aiming to read 

for at least 20 minutes everyday. Find 

some time today to sit quietly and read.

Keep reading and exploring new worlds 

and adventures!



Spellings for this week
Use the read, cover, write strategy to learn the words:   



Monday 13th July



English
LO: To use descriptive words and phrases 

Steps to success

1. Listen to the reading of King of the Sky

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz5SBh4A9mg&t=2s

2. Read King of the Sky – Text and Questions and answer the 

questions.

3. Challenge yourself to read and answer the questions on King of 

the Sky – Text and Questions 2.

4. Look at the pictures of St Peter’s Square in Rome and Tredegar in 

Wales.

5. Write some descriptive words and phrases about each of 

these places. What do you notice? How could you describe                          

it to someone who couldn’t see the photographs?

6. Write a description of the view from your home.

Go to
https://www.hamilton-
trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/
Click on English Year 3 Week 9 to 
download a zip file of this week’s work 
Pages of unit to complete: Year 3 Week 
9 Day 1

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz5SBh4A9mg&t=2s
https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/


Spelling and Grammar

LO: To develop grammatical skills

Steps to success

1.Complete all sections on the next slide

2.Write all parts into your book then answer the 

questions

3.Follow the instructions on the slide for each part

4.Practise spellings from the start of the powerpoint

(writing them out 3 times in your book)







Parent self evaluation



Maths
LO: To practise adding tens and hundreds to
a number.

Steps to success

1. Read the lesson reminders about adding 10 and 100.

2. Task 1 - Complete the ‘mild’ worksheet (to build confidence)

3. Check your answers with a parent and re-do any question you 

have got wrong.

4. Challenge – ‘Hot’ worksheet.

Go to
https://www.hamilton-
trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/
Click on Maths Year 3 Week 7 to 
download a zip file of this week’s work 
Pages of unit to complete: Year 3 Week 
11 Day 1

https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/






Parent self evaluation



Creative Curriculum 
LO: To identify and describe the influence of Greek culture

Steps to success

1. Use the information on 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z87tn39/articles/z8q8wmn
to find out information about how the we use the ideas from 

ancient Greece today.

2. Design a poster to show what you have found out.

3. First write a caption. You could use How the ancient Greeks 

changed the world or think of your own idea.

4. Include text boxes and drawings to show their great 

inventions.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z87tn39/articles/z8q8wmn


Tuesday 14th July



English
LO: To write direct speech 

Steps to success

1. Listen to the reading of King of the Sky again. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz5SBh4A9mg&t=2s

2. Write what we know about Mr Evans and the Boy on Outlines 1 and 2.

3. Write what else you would like to know about them too.

4. Remind yourself about direct speech using the revision cards.

5. Look closely at Speech Bubbles 1 and 2. Decide what the boy and 

Mr Evans could be saying and write it inside the speech bubble.

6. Write the speech that you put in Speech Bubbles as 

sentences. Remember to use speech marks to mark the direct                 

speech.

7. You could challenge yourself to write a paragraph that 

describes the scene and which includes direct speech.

Go to
https://www.hamilton-
trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/
Click on English Year 3 Week 9 to 
download a zip file of this week’s work 
Pages of unit to complete: Year 3 Week 
9 Day 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Mz5SBh4A9mg&t=2s
https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/


Spelling and Grammar

LO: To develop grammatical skills

Steps to success

1.Complete all sections on the next slide

2.Write all parts into your book then answer the 

questions

3.Follow the instructions on the slide for each part

4.Practise spellings from the start of the powerpoint

(writing them out 3 times in your book)







Parent self evaluation



Maths
LO: To practise adding and subtracting
near multiples of 10

Steps to success

1. Read the lesson reminders about adding and subtracting near 

multiples of 10.

2. Task 1 - Complete the ‘mild’ worksheet (to build confidence) or 

the ‘hot’ worksheet (confident).

3. Check your answers with a parent and re-do any question you 

have got wrong.

4. Challenge – ‘Check your understanding’ worksheet.

Go to
https://www.hamilton-
trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/
Click on Maths Year 3 Week 7 to 
download a zip file of this week’s work 
Pages of unit to complete: Year 3 Week 
11 Day 2

https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/










Parent self evaluation



Creative Curriculum 
LO: To describe life in ancient Greece

Steps to success

1. Imagine you have time travelled back to ancient Greece. 

What kinds of things might you do? 

2. Use your new knowledge about life in ancient                              

Greece to write a postcard about your time there. 

3. Log onto Purple Mash.

4. Find the postcard activity set as a To Do for this week.

5. Use the activity to record your ideas. 

6.   Save and hand in your activity when you have

completed it.



Wednesday 15th July



English
LO: To group information  

Steps to success

1. Watch the first two and a half minutes (2:30) of The Homing 

Instinct here: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MdJ5q9cyPmk

2. Read the sentences on Pigeons 1. Cut these sentences out and 

decide which of the Headings they belong to.

3. You could challenge yourself to read and sort the sentences on 

Pigeons 2 as well.

4. Use the Research Questions to find out about Mary of Exeter.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_of_Exeter

5. Can you make a poster about Mary and her adventures, showing 

what you have learnt?

Go to
https://www.hamilton-
trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/
Click on English Year 3 Week 9 to 
download a zip file of this week’s work 
Pages of unit to complete: Year 3 Week 
9 Day 3

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MdJ5q9cyPmk
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mary_of_Exeter
https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/


Spelling and Grammar

LO: To develop grammatical skills

Steps to success

1.Complete all sections on the next slide

2.Write all parts into your book then answer the 

questions

3.Follow the instructions on the slide for each part

4.Practise spellings from the start of the powerpoint

(writing them out 3 times in your book)







Parent self evaluation



Maths
LO: To practise drawing lines of symmetry
and what the reflected side would look
like.

Steps to success

1. Read the lesson reminders about lines of symmetry.

2. Task 1 – ‘For all’ worksheet.

3. Check your answers with a parent and re-do any question you 

have got wrong.

4. Challenge – ‘Check your understanding’ worksheet.

Go to
https://www.hamilton-
trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/
Click on Maths Year 3 Week 7 to 
download a zip file of this week’s work 
Pages of unit to complete: Year 3 Week 
11 Day 3

https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/


https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/maths-ks2-
finding-lines-of-symmetry/zktfgwx





Parent self evaluation



Creative Curriculum 
LO: To describe ancient Greek life and achievements

Steps to success
1. You are now an expert on life in ancient Greece. 

Use Purple Mash to create a leaflet that you could 

share with others to help them find out more 

information.

2. Remember  to show the things that you                                                                      

found most interesting. You could include facts 

about ancient Greek homes, ancient Greek 

weapons, famous battles and the Greek alphabet.



Thursday 16th July



English
LO: To identify and use adverbs  

Steps to success

1. Read The Cow. Read the poem twice – once in your head and 

once out loud.

2. Use the PowerPoint on Adverbs or the Revision Card to remind 

yourself of adverbs.

3. Identify and underline the adverbs in the sentences on Loving 

Cows.
4. Re-write the given sentence, adding an adverb. 

5. Read Top Tips for learning a poem by heart.

6. Practise reading The Cow until you know all or some of it 

off by heart. Can you perform to the poem to somebody 

else? 

Go to
https://www.hamilton-
trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/
Click on English Year 3 Week 9 to 
download a zip file of this week’s work 
and the PowerPoint about adverbs
Pages of unit to complete: Year 3 Week 

9 Day 4

https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/


Spelling and Grammar

LO: To develop grammatical skills

Steps to success

1.Complete all sections on the next slide

2.Write all parts into your book then answer the 

questions

3.Follow the instructions on the slide for each part

4.Practise spellings from the start of the powerpoint

(writing them out 3 times in your book)







Parent self evaluation



Maths
LO: To describe, name and sort 2-D shapes.

Steps to success

1. Read the lesson reminders about different 2-D shapes

2. Task 1 - Complete the ‘mild’ worksheet (to build confidence) or 

the ‘hot’ worksheet (confident).

3. Check your answers with a parent and re-do any question you 

have got wrong.

4. Challenge – ‘Don’t make a triangle!’ worksheet.

Go to
https://www.hamilton-
trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/
Click on Maths Year 3 Week 7 to 
download a zip file of this week’s work 
Pages of unit to complete: Year 3 Week 
11 Day 4

https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/










Parent self evaluation



Creative Curriculum 
LO: To think of memories to share with your family and friends of 
year 3.

Steps to success

1. Read the different sections.

2. Think about what your best answer could be.

3. Ask an adult to help you if you need to measure 

your height.

4. Draw what you look like now and add lots of colour!





Friday 17th July



English
LO: To prepare poems to read aloud  

Steps to success

1. Read Sheep in Winter. Read it twice – once in your head and 

once out loud. What do you notice about the rhyme scheme?

2. Think about the poem from Day 4 (The Cow). How is this poem 

similar? How is it different? Which poem do you prefer? Why?

2. Remind yourself about adverbs using the Revision Card 3. 

Complete Animal Adjectives and Adverbs.

3. Read four more animal poems: Rabbit Poem, God laughed when 

he made the duck, Duck’s ditty and The Sparrow.

4. Find adverbs used in these poems. Underline them if you can. 

You can check your answers at the end of the pack.

5. Choose your favourite poem and practise reading it aloud. 

The Top tips for reading a poem aloud will help you to do this.

Go to
https://www.hamilton-
trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/
Click on English Year 3 Week 9 to 
download a zip file of this week’s work 
Pages of unit to complete: Year 3 Week 
9 Day 5

https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/


Spelling and Grammar

LO: To develop grammatical skills

Steps to success

1.Complete all sections on the next slide

2.Write all parts into your book then answer the 

questions

3.Follow the instructions on the slide for each part

4.Practise spellings from the start of the powerpoint

(writing them out 3 times in your book)







Parent self evaluation



Maths
LO: To describe, name and sort 2-D shapes.

Steps to success

1. Read the lesson reminders about different 2-D shapes and the 

differences.

2. Task 1 - Complete the ‘mild’ worksheet (to build confidence) or 

the ‘hot’ worksheet (confident).

3. Check your answers with a parent and re-do any question you 

have got wrong.

4. Challenge – ‘Check your understanding’ worksheet.

Go to
https://www.hamilton-
trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/
Click on Maths Year 3 Week 7 to 
download a zip file of this week’s work 
Pages of unit to complete: Year 3 Week 
11 Day 5

https://www.hamilton-trust.org.uk/blog/learning-home-packs/








Parent self evaluation



Creative Curriculum 
LO: To understand and investigate how to measure an objects 
volume.

Steps to success

1. Read the information about the discovery made by 

Archimedes.

2. Read the instructions on the slide to investigate 

volumes using water.

3. Ask an adult to help you.

4. Use cubes or any other objects (Make sure they 

can get wet first!)








